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Hesser, Matt

From: Danielle Schlacks 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 12:26 AM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: Redistricting

My family is very conservative and we are very against this redistricting for the state of Missouri. Please revert 
back to the second Judicial Commission map.  
Thank you.  
Sincerely, 
Danielle Schlacks  
Fulton, MO 
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Hesser, Matt

From: RH 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 5:55 AM
To: Hesser, Matt
Cc:

Subject: Please revert back to the second judicial commission map

Please decide in your commission to revert back to the judicial commission map. We need fair and specific 
representation in our State. Thank you! 
  
Sincerely,  
Ryan Hogshooter 

Dixon, MO 65459 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Connie Kraus 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 6:24 AM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: New redistricting not fair representation

Dear Sir, 
  
    Conservatives will not be fairly represented 
with the new redistricting. Please revert back 
to the second Judicial Commision map. 
  
                                        Thank you, 
                                              Connie Kraus 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Larry Prichard 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 6:43 AM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: Judicial Commission Map!

March 09, 2012 

 

Attn. 

Matt Hesser, Senate Apportionment Commission 

 

Dear Sir: 

I believe that the redistricting eliminates two conservative voices in the Missouri Senate, Jim Lembke and 
Jane Cunningham, and the redistricting needs to revert back to the second Judicial Commission map.  

 
Sincerely Yours, 
 
Mr & Mrs Larry Prichard 

Union, MO  63084 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Lisa Clark 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 8:08 AM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: redistricting

Please vote to revert back to the second Judicial Commission map. 

Thank you. 

 

Lisa G. Clark 
 

Fulton, MO 65251 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Laurie Duff 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 8:10 AM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: Senate Re-Districting Plan

March 9, 2012 

 

 

2012 Senate Apportionment Commission 

Doug Harpool, Chair 

Marc Ellinger, Vice-Chair 

Nick Myers, Secretary 

 

Dear Commissioners: 

 

I wish to express my concerns regarding the proposed changes to the 30
th

 district. I urge you to keep the city of 

Springfield, one of the largest municipalities in the state, intact within a single senatorial district. The final map should 

preserve the community of interest, keeping the city of Springfield and nearby suburban areas intact within a single 

Senate district. The tentative map unnecessarily mixes urban and rural areas and split the city of Springfield. 

 

The combined population of Greene and Christina counties is 352,596. The ideal senatorial district population is 

176,145. These two counties combined can be divided into exactly two senatorial districts. The tentative map 

unnecessarily under populates the 30
th

 district and over populates the surrounding 20
th

 district by 7,595 citizens. 

 

The Springfield community is united in all other matters with regard to governance and regulation. Dividing the city in 

this manner would be confusing and disruptive to the citizens of our city. I encourage you to make minimum changes to 

existing boundaries in Greene County, similar to those made in the previously proposed Commission maps, and keep the 

30
th

 district as compact as possible and equal in population to the surrounding district. 

 

Thank you for your consideration. 

  
Laurie Duff 

 

 
 

 
  

 
  

 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and 

may contain confidential and privileged information protected by law.  Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 
 If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Anna Barton 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 8:15 AM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: map

Please go back to the second judicial re-districting map.  
Thank you, 
Anna Barton 
Miller County 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Robert Cavanaugh 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 8:21 AM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: Redistricting State Senate Districts

Senator Hesser, 
  
The newly proposed Senate District map that mixes urban and rual areas together does not properly 
represent the opinions of the people of the State of Missouri. Urban areas should not be able to 
dictate to the rest of the state. I understnad that the only Senators that are adversly affected in this 
are the out-spoken consevative voices. I do not undestand why Senators Lembke and Cunningham 
are in danger of losing their seat. Were not these two voted in by the people? Should not the people 
be othe ones that remove them from office? Why not use the Second Judical Commission Map 
instead of violating the people of Missouri wishes? Would this not be more prudent than facing the 
leadal challenge that will occur if the current plan is passed? 
  
Thank you for your time and consideration, 
  
Robert Cavanaugh 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Paul Jones 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 8:47 AM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: Senate Redistricting concerns

Dear Mr. Hesser; 

 

I have been trying to follow the twists and turns of the redistricting process over the past few weeks and have serious 

concerns about the current proposed plan agreed to in late February.  This proposal unfairly disadvantages those in rural 

areas leading to a weakening of their voice in the legislative process.  I urge you to please revert back to the second 

Judicial Commission map. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Paul Jones 

Raymore, MO 64083 
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Hesser, Matt

From: mitchellhubbard
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 8:58 AM
To: Hesser, Matt
Cc:  

Subject: Senate Redistricting

Dear Commissioners, 
  
I want to thank you for the time and effort you have given to redistricting the Senate.  However, I ask that you 
change the Senate map to conform to the constitutional requirement found in Armentrout v. Schooler, 409 
S.W.2nd 138, 143 (Mo. 1966).  The Court found that the creation of legislative districts of unequal population 
violated the equal protection clause of the constitution and was therefore unconstitutional.  In the current Senate 
district I do not challenge that the Senate districts are unconstitutionally populated, however the same 
unconstitutional result is reached.  By moving the 7th district from St. Louis to Kansas City and the 10th district 
from Kansas City rural Missouri, the citizens of the new 10th district have had theri constitutional right to equal 
protection violated.  Under this plan Kansas City will have two Senators representing essentially the same 
district; the new 7th.  While Senator Justus may represent the new 10th on paper the fact is that she will 
continue to represent the values and issues of her former district.  No person in the new 10th ever voted for 
Senator Justus and it is extremely unlikey Senator Justus could have ever been elected in the new 10th district 
because she does not share our values.  Essentially, the new 10th will have no representation for the next two 
years.  We cannot expect a metropolitan Senator to understand the issues of rural Missouri.  Due to the fact that 
Kansas City will have two Senators from the same district I challenge that this map is unconstitutional under the 
equal protection clause of the constitution and ask that you switch the 7th district and the 10th district.  
  
Sincerely, 
  
  
Mitchell Hubbard 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Nancy Lynch 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 9:33 AM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: Redistricting

Dear Sir: 

I ask you to please rethink the redistricting and revert back to the second Judicial Commission map. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Lynch 

 

 

 

Nancy C. Lynch 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Philip Todd 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 9:36 AM
To: Hesser, Matt
Cc:

Subject: Redistricting 

With the latest ruling of the Governors Reapportionment committee on redistricting, there is one thing clear. 
After over a year of partisan bickering, there is still NO equitable ruling. For citizens of the 6th district, or the 
7th district, or the 10th Senatorial District, or whatever we are now in Callaway County, the fiat appointment of 
a liberal Democrat Lawyer named Jolie Justis, from the heart of Kansas City, being placed as the 
“representative” of a predominantly rural, Christian, and eastern Republican Senatorial District is completely 
the definition of gerrymandering, and unacceptable. 
     Because of the inability of the Committee on Redistricting to follow constitutional protocol, candidate filing 
for many seats is now in question and subject to yet another court challenge. It is clear that the lack of 
leadership on behalf of constitutional process appears to give the Democrat Party several new 
districts WITHOUT so much as a vote of the people. If the Democrats want to win elections and gain 
representation, they need to put something on the table that wins elections. Otherwise this bargaining away of at 
least three Conservative Republican Senate Districts, by the Republicans on the redistricting committee, is a 
victory for Democrats without so much as a vote of the people. And cannot be allowed to stand! This is NOT 
how this constitutional process of creating equitable districts of community representation is supposed to be 
determined. DO NOT DISENFRANCHISE THE REPRESENTATION OF CITIZENS, THROWING AWAY 
OUR ELECTIONS, BY ANOINTING OPPOSING REPRESENTATION THAT IS DEMONSTRATED AS A 
COMPLETE OPPOSITE OF OUR VOTING AND CALL IT EQUITABLE, CONTIGUOUS, AND OF LIKE 
COMMUNITY. 
 
    All we ask for, as and for citizens of Callaway County, is fair and responsible actions from the redistricting 
committee. So we can move forward in our district without compromising our representation as a community 
with common interest. I urge the committee to revert BACK to the SECOND Judicial Commission Map as the 
most equitable for Missouri. 
  
For Liberty 
Philip Todd 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Ron Keeven 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 9:55 AM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: Judicial Map

Please pass the word to the Commissioners, vote No on the new judicial map. 



9 March 2012 
 
To: The Bipartisan Senate Appointionment Commission 
 
As Committeeman from the Northwest Township of St. Louis County, I was appalled by the proposed redistricting of 
the Missouri Senate boundaries’ as proposed by the Redistricting Commission. 
 
If this proposal moves forward to become law, you will have wiped out fifty years of hard, dedicated work by many 
“grass root” Republicans in St. Louis County to build the presence of the Republican Party in this area.  Believe me it 
is hard, dedicated work 
 
To “gut” the representation of eastern Missouri in the State Senate is not wise and I beg you to reverse your decision 
and to establish the Senatorial Districts as proposed by the Legislature. 
 
I have been told that during the 2008 election cycle, the St. Louis Area accounted for more than 60% of the 
contributions to Republican Election Contributions.  Please bear in mind that all decisions have consequences.  So, 
when the “bucket” is passed to collect the “mother’s milk of politics”; it will most likely come up short. 
 
The Northwest Township of St. Louis County represents Republican Voters in the 1st and 2nd Congressional Districts; 
the 7th, 13th, 14th and 24th Missouri Senatorial Districts, and four House Districts. 
 
The St. Louis area is still one of the major financial centers in the Nation.  Until about forty years ago, St. Louis had 
more seats on the New York Stock Exchange than any other city outside of New York.  The area still has two of the 
Nation’s largest brokerage houses.  With good and proper care, needed in the Senate; we can maintain and grow 
this most important industry, benefitting the entire State of Missouri. 
 
Likewise Kansas City is very important to the financial scheme of Missouri with its strong ties to the Chicago 
Financial Markets. ALSO, Springfield is a very strong regional market and should be protected. 
 
Capital goes where it is invited and stays where it is treated well.  
 
MISSOURI NEEDS CAPITAL! NOW! 
 
GENTLMAN, THIS DECISION IS MOST IMPORTANT TO THE STATE OF MISSOURI! PLEASE DO NOT 
DISTORY THIS DELICANT BALANCE THAT WE PRESENTLY ENJOY. 
 
In the TV show, Dance Moms, Abby Lee, the dance instructor and coach, tells her dance company “to be second is 
to be the first big looser.” 
 
It is most discouraging to have Eastern Missouri’s Senatorial representation so drastically reduced, and any political 
prostituting gained will be short lived, at best. 
 
Therefore, I fervently pleaded with you, to vote for the Senate Redistricting Map as proposed by the 
Legislature. 
 
 
Sincerely 
 
 
J. B. Richman 

 
Northwest Township,  
St. Louis County 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Samuel Jones 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 10:17 AM
To: Samuel Jones
Subject: senate redistricting map

VOTE NO,   VOTE   NO.  Vote NO on the redistricting senate map. It is UNCONSTITUTIONAL.     Go back & adopt the 

second Judicial Commission map that was CONSTITUTIONAL.   

Voting YES---will give away the Republican rights of liberty.    

 

The population decrease of 40,000 ( that is less than ¼ of a senate seat) did NOT necessitate the loss of a senate district.  

ALL the republicans & democrat senators of St. Louis area submitted a map they had agreed to.   

Why was this map not even considered by the second bipartisan commission? 

 

Voting yes would give a clear advantage to the democrats.  We, the people, want our rights.  DO NOT give the 

democrats an advantage in this  

Presidential election year.  

 

The senate redistricting map is unconstitutional because it gives urban regions an advantage over the rural regions in the 

state.  This regional advantage is discriminatory & not permissible under the U.S. Constitution. This would give MORE 

constituents for a senator to serve & less attention to constituents.  

 

In 1790 at 1
st

 congress, we had one member of House of Representatives for every 30,000 people –(one for every 5,000 

voting citizens). 

The size of the House was capped in 1920 at 435 members with a population of 90 million.  By 2010 the population was 

309 million. That is one representative per 710,345 people.   If we had used that ration in 1790 we would have had only 

4 representatives in the House.   If we had used the old ratio from 1790 with the present population we would have had 

10,300 representatives in the House.  –Point:   We have lost a great deal of representation and as of April 8, 1913 in the 

U.S. we made our Senators just more Representatives( by 17
th

 amendment).   DO NOT TAKE AWAY MORE OF OUR 

REPRESENTATION. WE ARE BEING TAXED WITHOUT REPRESENTATION MORE SO TODAY THAN IN 1790.     

 

VOTE NO  on Senate Redistricting map.   If anything give us more representation not less. We are being taxed higher 

than in 1790.  Where is our REPRESENTATION?????   

 

N. Jones, Putnam County, MO   
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Hesser, Matt

From: Glen Vinson 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 10:19 AM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: REDISTRICTING

PLEASE REVERT BACK TO THE SECOND JUDICAL COMMISSION MAP. 
  
THANK YOU 
  
GLEN VINSON 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Linda Robinson 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 10:53 AM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: senate redistricting map
Attachments: winmail.dat

VOTE NO,   VOTE   NO.  Vote NO on the redistricting senate map. It is 
UNCONSTITUTIONAL.     Go back & adopt the second Judicial Commission map 
that was CONSTITUTIONAL. 
Voting YES---will give away the Republican rights of liberty. 
 
The population decrease of 40,000 ( that is less than ¼ of a senate seat) 
did NOT necessitate the loss of a senate district. 
ALL the republicans & democrat senators of St. Louis area submitted a map 
they had agreed to. 
Why was this map not even considered by the second bipartisan commission? 
 
Voting yes would give a clear advantage to the democrats.  We, the people, 
want our rights.  DO NOT give the democrats an advantage in this 
Presidential election year. 
 
The senate redistricting map is unconstitutional because it gives urban 
regions an advantage over the rural regions in the state.  This regional 
advantage is discriminatory & not permissible under the U.S. Constitution. 
This would give MORE constituents for a senator to serve & less attention to 
constituents. 
 
In 1790 at 1st congress, we had one member of House of Representatives for 
every 30,000 people -(one for every 5,000 voting citizens). 
The size of the House was capped in 1920 at 435 members with a population of 
90 million.  By 2010 the population was 309 million. That is one 
representative per 710,345 people.   If we had used that ration in 1790 we 
would have had only 4 representatives in the House.   If we had used the old 
ratio from 1790 with the present population we would have had 10,300 
representatives in the House.  -Point:   We have lost a great deal of 
representation and as of April 8, 1913 in the U.S. we made our Senators just 
more Representatives( by 17th amendment).   DO NOT TAKE AWAY MORE OF OUR 
REPRESENTATION. WE ARE BEING TAXED WITHOUT REPRESENTATION MORE SO TODAY 
THAN 
IN 1790. 
 
VOTE NO  on Senate Redistricting map.   If anything give us more 
representation not less. We are being taxed higher than in 1790.  Where is 
our REPRESENTATION????? 
 
Linda Robinson 
 
Thought for the day: 



2

Galatians 6:9  Let us not become weary in doing good, for at the proper time we will reap a harvest if we do not 
give up. 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Kay Dickerson 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 11:25 AM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: senate redistricting map

VOTE NO,   PLEASE  VOTE NO!!!  Vote NO on the redistricting senate map.   It is UNCONSTITUTIONAL.     Go back & adopt 

the second Judicial Commission map that was CONSTITUTIONAL.   

Voting YES---will give away the Republican rights of liberty.    

  

The population decrease of 40,000 ( that is less than ¼ of a senate seat) did NOT necessitate the loss of a senate district.  

ALL the republicans & democrat senators of St. Louis area submitted a map they had agreed to.   

Why was this map not even considered by the second bipartisan commission? 

  

Voting yes would give a clear advantage to the democrats.  We, the people, want our rights.  DO NOT give the 

democrats an advantage in this  

Presidential election year.  

  

The senate redistricting map is unconstitutional because it gives urban regions an advantage over the rural regions in the 

state.  This regional advantage is discriminatory & not permissible under the U.S. Constitution. This would give MORE 

constituents for a senator to serve & less attention to constituents.  

  

In 1790 at 1st congress, we had one member of House of Representatives for every 30,000 people –(one for every 5,000 

voting citizens). 

The size of the House was capped in 1920 at 435 members with a population of 90 million.  By 2010 the population was 

309 million. That is one representative per 710,345 people.   If we had used that ration in 1790 we would have had only 

4 representatives in the House.   If we had used the old ratio from 1790 with the present population we would have had 

10,300 representatives in the House.  –Point:   We have lost a great deal of representation and as of April 8, 1913 in the 

U.S. we made our Senators just more Representatives( by 17th amendment).   DO NOT TAKE AWAY MORE OF OUR 

REPRESENTATION. WE ARE BEING TAXED WITHOUT REPRESENTATION MORE SO TODAY THAN IN 1790.     

  

VOTE NO  on Senate Redistricting map.   If anything give us more representation not less. We are being taxed higher 

than in 1790.  Where is our REPRESENTATION?????   

  

Kay Dickerson 

Lucerne MO 64655 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Reece and Nichols Kearney 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 11:37 AM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: Redistricting

Dear Sir: 
Please revert back to the previous plan, where more people are represented by their representative. 
Thanks for your consideration. 
Rue Lovett 

Rue Lovett, 

 
Kearney, Mo. 64060 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Doug Jones 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 12:34 PM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: redistricting map

In spite of all the noise, I suggest you vote “yes” on the new redistricting map.  
 
Doug Jones 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Robin Harris 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 12:41 PM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: Proposed Senate Districts

Dear Sir, 
  
I am very concerned about the proposed changes to the Senate Districts in my area. I live in a suburban area and most of 
my neighbors have similar values to one another which means our senator represents us well here in Senate District 7. 
Many political subdivisions can boast the same situation, regardless of their political affiliation. 
  
The proposed change would mean my senator would live in a rural area nearly 40 miles from my home. While I do 
not doubt the ability nor the sincerity of what would be my new senator, I believe he would find it extremely difficult to 
represent a group of residents with such diverse needs and perspectives. It also seems he would suddenly have one of 
the largest senate districts by population which would dilute my representation as all senators have the same voting 
power. 
  
I am asking you to reconsider the district lines which are awaiting final action and perhaps mirror the earlier suggested 
boundaries which were agreed upon by a majority of both republican and democrat legislators. This would prevent a 
situation where people like me would feel our representation in the Missouri Senate had been unfairly usurped by the 
current proposal. 
  
Sincerely, 
Robin Harris 

 
Chesterfield, MO 63017 
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Hesser, Matt

From: frank hagaman 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 12:56 PM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: Vote NO on redrawing lines UNCONSTITUTIONAL 

Please do not re-draw the map I urge you to vote NO! 

1. its Unconstitutional b/c it advantages urban regions over rural. 

since rural districts are more populated on the redrawn map. 

Populations are moving out of Urban Areas to the Suburban and rural areas!! 

And this increases the Democratic vote!! Unfair and UnConstitutional!!! 

Thanks 

Emily Hagaman 
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Hesser, Matt

From:  on behalf of Paula Fugaro
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 12:56 PM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: Senate redistricting

Please revert back to the second Judicial Commission map under consideration. 
 
Thank you, 
Paula Fugaro 
Mexico, MO 65265 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Chandler, Thomas C 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 1:01 PM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: May 9th Vote on Revised Senate District Map

Dear Mr. Hesser: 
  
It has been brought to my attention that a vote is coming up May 9th for a revised senate district map that 
represents an unconstitutional change in district allocations.  Since the map contains much lower populations in 
the urban districts, it produces more senators from the urban areas who will then have less attention to his/her 
constituents.  This regional advantage is discriminatory and not permissible under the US Constitution.  
However, a previous, map version – the second Judicial Commission map – represents a constitutional and 
a more fair representation of what the districts should be, but a technicality kept it sidelined. 
  
I therefore urge the commissioners to vote "no" and revert to the second Judicial Commission map with the 
technicality resolved.  Based on what I have heard, this version is more likely to yield the right map than one 
that provides an advantage to either political party. 
  
The citizens of the United States are already seeing a blatant ignorance of the US Constitution at the federal 
level – such as Obamacare.  We citizens of Missouri expect our state not to follow that same route. 
  
I thank you for your consideration of my request. 
  
Sincerely, 

Thomas C. Chandler  

Florissant, MO 63031
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Hesser, Matt

From: frank hagaman 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 1:03 PM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: VOTE NO ON REDRAWING DIST. UNCONSTITUTIONAL

HELLO MATT, 
I want to thank you for listening to tax paying Americans that live in Missouri!  I do not understand the reason 
to redraw lines only to make things more unfair and UNCONSTITUTIONAL !!!  
Here is a list of thoughts We have!   
 
**The map is unconstitutional because it advantages urban regions over rural regions in the state.  Since the 
map contains much lower populations in the urban districts, it produces more senators from the urban areas.  
This regional advantage is discriminatory and not permissible under the U.S. Constitution.   
  
**Since the rural senate districts are more populated on the redrawn map, that means there are more 
constituents for a senator to service and therefore less attention to his/her constituents. 
  
**The populations are moving out of the urban areas to the suburban and rural areas, so to overpopulate those 
rural districts will only exacerbate the population differences in a short number of years.  The map redrawing 
happens once every ten years after the census and seeks to make all the districts as equally populated as 
possible.   
  
**The senate map the judicial commission drew is fair in this regard and has only a deviation of 7.79% between 
the highest and lowest populated districts while the Democrat and Republican Commission has a larger 
deviation of 9.6%.  The judges did a far better job than the Ds and Rs.   
  
**Senate District 7 (Cunningham-Republican, Chesterfield) in St. Louis County which is up for election this 
year was arbitrarily moved across the state to a very urban, Democrat district in Kansas City that previously had 
an even number and was therefore not up for election.  This appears purposeful to increase the Democrat vote in 
a very liberal area for the upcoming critical national and state elections not to mention provide an extra 
Democrat senator for the next two legislative sessions.   
  
**That urban Kansas City Senator's District (#10-Jolie Justice) was flip flopped the opposite direction to a very 
rural area in the central eastern part of the state.  These constituents of the new 10th will have no say in whom 
their senator is for two more legislative sessions and Sen. Justice will certainly not move to that area.   
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Hesser, Matt

From: Stanley Davis 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 1:16 PM
To: Hesser, Matt

VOTE NO,   VOTE   NO.  Vote NO on the redistricting senate map. It is UNCONSTITUTIONAL.     Go back & adopt the 

second Judicial Commission map that was CONSTITUTIONAL.   
Voting YES---will give away the Republican rights of liberty.    

  
The population decrease of 40,000 ( that is less than ¼ of a senate seat) did NOT necessitate the loss of a senate 

district.   
ALL the republicans & democrat senators of St. Louis area submitted a map they had agreed to.   

Why was this map not even considered by the second bipartisan commission? 

  
Voting yes would give a clear advantage to the democrats.  We, the people, want our rights.  DO NOT give the democrats 

an advantage in this  
Presidential election year.  

  

The senate redistricting map is unconstitutional because it gives urban regions an advantage over the rural regions in the 
state.  This regional advantage is discriminatory & not permissible under the U.S. Constitution. This would give MORE 

constituents for a senator to serve & less attention to constituents.  
  

In 1790 at 1st congress, we had one member of House of Representatives for every 30,000 people –(one for every 5,000 
voting citizens). 

The size of the House was capped in 1920 at 435 members with a population of 90 million.  By 2010 the population was 

309 million. That is one representative per 710,345 people.   If we had used that ration in 1790 we would have had only 
4 representatives in the House.   If we had used the old ratio from 1790 with the present population we would have had 

10,300 representatives in the House.  –Point:   We have lost a great deal of representation and as of April 8, 1913 in the 
U.S. we made our Senators just more Representatives( by 17th amendment).   DO NOT TAKE AWAY MORE OF OUR 

REPRESENTATION. WE ARE BEING TAXED WITHOUT REPRESENTATION MORE SO TODAY THAN IN 1790.     

  
VOTE NO  on Senate Redistricting map.   If anything give us more representation not less. We are being taxed 

higher than in 1790.  Where is our REPRESENTATION?????   
  

S. Davis  Putnam Co. 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Kara Suter 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 1:17 PM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: Judicial Commission Map

Dear Mr. Hesser, 
  
I am writing you today to request that you revert back to the second Judicial Commission map.  The new 
redistricting gives much more influence to the more urban areas and away from rural Missouri.  The individuals 
in these area need to be represented and not by the urban areas which are primarily Democratic.   
  
Jane Cunningham is our current senator and we are very pleased with the job she has done for us.  I would hate 
to see her district gone and my voice mean nothing because someone in St. Louis has more influence on what 
happens in this state.  This new tentative state senate district map will take away our voice!   
  
Thank you for your consideration in this matter. 
  
Kara Suter 
Chesterfield, MO 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Bob & Judy 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 1:19 PM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: Redistricting

We ask that you revert back to the second Judicial Commission map. 

 

thank you, Robert and Judy White,  St. Louis, MO  63129  
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Hesser, Matt

From: Marcus Record 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 1:35 PM
To: Hesser, Matt
Cc:

Subject: KEEP THE SECOND JUDICIAL COMMISSION MAP-URGENT

Dear Mr. Matt Hesser: 
  
I am very concerned about the redistricting map! Our country desperately needs to get back to our conservative 
roots and have a Government of the People, By the People, and For the PEOPLE!!  
  
I urge YOU, THE REPUBLICAN COMMISSION MEMBERS TO KEEP THE SECOND JUDICIAL 
COMMISSION MAP WHICH HELPS OUR FELLOW REPUBLICAN SENATE MEMBERS TO HAVE 
MORE EQUAL REPRESENTATION!  
  
THIS IS NOT RIGHT TO HAVE 2 STRONG SENATE MEMBERS SUCH AS SEN. JIM LEMBKE AND 
JANE CUNNINGHAM LOSE THEIR SEATS IN THE SENATE! WE NEED TO DESPERATELY SAVE 
OUR COUNTRY AND STATE!!!! 
  
Please vote to KEEP THE SECOND JUDICIAL COMMISSION MAP! 
  
Sincerely, 
Kathleen & Marcus Record 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Samuel Jones 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 1:38 PM
To: Samuel Jones
Subject: Redistricting Senate Map Vote NO--Unconstitutional

VOTE NO,   VOTE   NO.  Vote NO on the redistricting senate map. It is UNCONSTITUTIONAL.     Go back & adopt the 

second Judicial Commission map that was CONSTITUTIONAL, & thrown out on a technicality,(fix it).     WE are watching.   

 

This is Injustice at it’s best.   

The advantages of urban regions over rural regions in the state are huge. Regional advantages are discriminatory. 

The Judicial commission senate map drawn was more correct with a 7.79% deviation opposed to the Democrat & 

Republican commission where there was a 9.6 % deviation. The judges did a FAR Better job.    

By moving the Senate Dist. 7 across the state to a very urban area, which is Democratic, & has an even number & 

therefore not up for election.   

A purposeful action to increase the democrat vote in a very liberal area for the uncoming critical national state elections 

not to mention provide an extra democrat senator for the next two legislative sessions.   

Dist. #10 will have no voice in their assignment of a senator for two more years.   

 

VOTE NO, we are watching!!  Get rid of this horrible injustice. 

N. Jones ,  Unionville, MO  
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Hesser, Matt

From: Linda Shonk 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 1:56 PM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: Drawing new lines

I am extremely upset that the person I voted for is now NOT going to be representing me. I 

believe this is a step in talking away my rights as a U.S. 

Citizen and also of the State of Missouri!  

 

Linda Shonk 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Samuel Jones 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 2:16 PM
Cc: Hesser, Matt; 

Subject: REdistricting senate map Oppose vote NO --Unconstitutional

Vote NO on the Senate Redistricting map.   It is Unconstitutional.  Go back to Judical map that was thrown out on a 

technicality.  Fix it. You can do it. 

We are watching.     Do what is right & fair to our people. This map shows  discrimination & Injustice to our people. 

N. Jones,, Unionville, MO  
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Hesser, Matt

From: Paul Hazelrigg 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 2:19 PM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: re-districting

Please revert back to the 2nd Judicial Commission Map so that I may have an influence in the say  I live in a 

rural area.  Yours Truly,  W. Paul Hazelrigg 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Mary Halter 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 2:32 PM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: Senate Apportionment Commission - 

  
  
Dear Mr. Hesser, 
  
  
It is my understanding that you are a member of the bipartisan Senate Apportionment Commission 
and as one of the members you will help form the decision of how my district may be represented.  I 
am requesting that you please vote to revert back to the second Judicial Commission map. 
  
  
Sincerely, 
  
Mary C. Halter 

Manchester, MO 63011 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Tina Burns 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 3:11 PM
To: Hesser, Matt; 

 

Subject: Redistricting!!!

Just another attack on "government for the people, by the people."   No one is fooled any longer, we are calling 
a spade a spade, and this is just another ploy to strip people of the rights given to them under the Constitution of 
the United States!  

  

You should vote 'NO' on the new commission map. You should push for 
approval of the judicial map as it was more fair to the St. Louis County area for 

representation. Only 40,000 of the population shifted in the St.Louis County 
area, yet the commission map is drawn to give the Democrats complete 

advantage in the next upcoming election.� It gives the new District 7 an 

opportunity to vote out-of-turn and secure another Democrat Party senator. 
The new map moves a formerly KC area district to rural mid eastern Missouri 

and takes away their chance to elect a likely conservative senator this year. 
 

What happened? Is this some act of vengeance against party members for 
being too conservative? Or against Prop. C? Or the China Hub debacle? Are the 

members you selected a bunch of marshmallows? I expect better results from 
my elected party officials. 
 

It is bad enough to economically suffer under our current president, his czars, 
and the anti-business enviromentalists in the U.S.Congress, but must we also 

divide among our group at this critical time? 

 

Respectfully, 

�� 

 
 
--  
Tina 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Carol Downen 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 3:14 PM
To: Hesser, Matt; 

Subject: BETRAYAL:   NO on the commission map

I cannot express enough my outrage for all this political garbage going on just like DC.  Doesn't anyone have 
any integrity, moral judgement, compassion, courage to stand for what is right?.  This is not running for Student 
Council  
where the most popular or cutest wins, or is it?  Use your God given brains 'cause you certainly aren't using 
your heart for anything but to stay alive.  I thought this was a BI-partisan Senate Commission. Lies, Lies Lies.  
You politicians think the public is so stupid, like Pelosi, just pass it, they'll get over it.  Don't insult me and 
millions more like me.  This is not just your State or Country  to rule as YOU think, WE THE PEOPLE are the 
rulers of this 
blessed America and I don't mind dying for our God given rights.  That is where we are heading, Obama wants 
nothing more than to turn this into a revolution in this country and you are helping by being so unfair. 
 
Remember, you will meet the same people coming down the ladder, that you met going up the ladder only they 
won't be your friend anymore. 
 
Get it together or get out!!!!!! 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Twilsdon
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 3:21 PM
To: Hesser, Matt
Cc:

Subject: Second Senate Reapportion Commission

Dear Republican Commissioners and Matt Hesser, 
  
Having served on the First State House Commission Redistricting Commission, I was shocked to see the tentative new 
state senate map. St Louis City currently has 2 state senate districts and St. Louis County has 41/2 state senate districts. 
According to the St. Louis Post Dispatch dated 2/25/2011, the St Louis County Election Board and the data for the 
Missouri Republican Party, St Louis County lost 1.7% of its population or a total of 17,346. In 2000 St Louis County's 
census population was 1,016,300 and in 2010 it is 998,954. Add this 17,346 to the loss of population 29,000 from the City 
of St. Louis and the total loss is only 46,346. The average state senate seat is proposed to be 176,000 The St Louis area 
has lost only 1/3 of a state senate seat. 
The 7th state senate district has a long history of distinguished state senators: Cliff Jones, Franc Flotron, John Loudon 
and the current state Senator Jane Cunningham, who was selected as 2010's Pachyderm State Legislator of the Year for 
passage of Proposition C repealing Obamacare. 
As Treasurer of the 7th State Senate Republican District Committee, when ethics laws allowed, gave over $74,000 to Bill 
Stouffer's, Dan Clemons and Luann Ridgeway's senate campaigns as well as Governor Matt Blunt and Kenny Hulshof 
governor campaigns. In fact, over 60% of the Missouri Republican Party's funds come from the St. Louis area. Where 
would we be without Sam Fox, Tim Drury, and Steve and Kimmie Brauer? 
The St Louis area provides over 54% of the GDP for Missouri and is the engine that helps fund the rest of the state. In the 
first state senate district redistricting hearings held at UMSL all state senators 4 Democrat and 5 Republican agreed on a 
senate map that had 2 senate districts in the city and 6 in the county, removing Brian Nieves' 26th district from St Louis 
County which is some 45,000 population and giving the Jane Cunningham's district some of Jefferson County which is 
allowed under the Missouri Constitution. 
This map was approved by the Appellate Judge Commission. Unfortunately, the Appellate Judges did not know that out 
state the senate districts follow county lines. The second map corrected this error but they were given wrong information 
from the Solicitor General. 
The new 7th was placed in Kansas City where I'm told, one of your commissioners, Trent Skaggs is planning to run which 
is illegal. This is the same commissioner on the our state house redistricting commission that came out with the spaghetti- 
fingered house map which was thrown out.  
To lose 2 republican state senate districts from 4.5 would set St. Louis County back 30 years for a loss of only 17,346. 
  

I urge you to vote NO on this tentative senate map as it is not compact, contiguous 
and the deviation is three times higher than the previous senate map. 
  
Sincerely 
  
Tom Wilsdon 
Maryland Heights Township 
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Hesser, Matt

From: J MCDOWELL 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 4:01 PM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: revert back to the second Judicial Commission map

Please revert back to the second Judicial Commission map. 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Linda Little 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 4:11 PM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: Redistricting

Please revert back to the second judicial commission map. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
L. J. Little 
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Hesser, Matt

From: John Maupin 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 4:16 PM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: Comments on Senate Apportionment Map

Matt – Will you please share my thoughts with the Senate Apportionment Commission? 

 

Dear Members of the Senate Apportionment Commission:  

 

            I appreciate your service.  I had the privilege to serve on the initial apportionment commission with 

Commissioner Harpool, so I know the challenges of trying to arrive at a map that can receive seven votes.  We 

were not able to get it done.  The fact that you were successful is an accomplishment that stands on its own 

merits. 

 

            Having acknowledged the completion of your assignment, I have several observations and comments I 

hope you will take into consideration before you vote to finalize a map. 

 

            First, I believe the inclusion of Ripley County into the 33
rd

 District and Carter and Shannon counties into 

the 25
th

 raises serious issues with the considerations of compactness and communities of interest.  As you all 

can readily see, the proposed alignment simply doesn’t pass the smell test.  To paraphrase a deceased 

Supreme Court justice who admitted he couldn’t define pornography but knew it when he saw it:  I cannot 

define compactness, but I know it when I don’t see it.  I appreciate the general difficulty in approaching 

compactness given the constitutional strictures on drawing multi-county districts; but in this discrete 

circumstance, there is no reasonable explanation for this alignment – the population of Shannon and Carter 

combined is 14,706 while the population of Ripley is 14,100, so if those counties are exchanged the 33
rd

 

District would have 170,419 residents and the 25
th

 District would have 170,425 residents.  This swap would 

therefore result in a far more compact map and yield two districts with virtually identical populations, e.g. one 

man/one vote.   

 

The issue of communities of interest also demands consideration.  The simple truth is that the Ripley 

County residents strongly identify with the residents of Butler County.  For reasons I cannot explain, I have 

received phone calls from three public service providers in Ripley County who apparently work closely with 

their counterparts in Butler County and were astounded that the proposed district alignment would separate 

them from what they perceive as their natural affiliation with the Bootheel.  I think a big part of this is the fact 

that Ripley and Butler counties are in the same judicial circuit and many community services are supervised by 

the court.  I would hope the Commission would make this straightforward and simple fix and thereby remove 

one of the most glaring constitutional challenges to the map. 

 

Second, I am very concerned with the effect of the purely gratuitous renumbering of the current 10
th

 

District to the 7
th

 District.  I am certain you have all thought about this, but the impact is really quite serious.  

The incumbent senator in the 10
th

 was reelected to a second term in 2010 from a highly urban area.  The 

result of this map would cause her to represent a completely rural part of the state (my great great great 

grandparents moved into Shelby County in 1829, so I know a bit about this region) for the last two years of her 

term.   
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This scheme also allows the residents of the current 10
th

 District to elect another senator to represent 

them in Jefferson City as the Senator from the 7
th

 District.  So, for the next two years, the residents of that 

portion of Kansas City will, de facto, have two senators while Monroe, Audrain, Callaway, Montgomery, 

Lincoln and Warren county residents will have no one for whom they have ever voted and with whom they 

have almost nothing in common.  Rather than completely scramble the electoral landscape for no reason 

whatsoever, this problem can be easily fixed by keeping the current 10
th

 District as the 10
th

 District and 

numbering the new district as the 7
th

 District.  That way there will be an election for the senator from the new 

district this November without any shenanigans and without exposing the map to a credible one man/one 

vote challenge.   

             

            The renumbering of existing districts was a big issue for the first commission.  The initial map presented 

by the Democratic commissioners would have switched the numbering of many districts (for example, that 

map would have swapped the 25
th

 District and the 18
th

 District), but the proponents always took the position 

that the map’s numbering was something that could be repaired before a vote.  Of course, we never got to 

that point, but I always took them at their word that the numbering would not be the breaking point to an 

agreement. 

 

            Finally, I was a big proponent of keeping the level of senatorial representation of the St. Louis region at 

its current level.  Consequently, I am not a big fan of the proposed map.  I think it is a huge mistake to reduce 

the level of representation for the part of the state that contributes a disproportionately large portion of 

Missouri’s GDP and taxes and has set of unique challenges that are not easily appreciated by senators from 

the rural parts of the state.  That disconnect is a simple fact of life; but Missouri will only prosper if the St. 

Louis region prospers.  And having one less “champion” for this region will only harm the entire state.  

Moreover, the reduction in representation is simply not supported by the facts – the population of the St. 

Louis Metropolitan Area is 2,113,740 which clearly justifies the continuation of the current representation 

levels.  While certain parts of St. Louis City and St. Louis County have lost population in the last decade, that 

loss has been more than compensated for by the growth of the adjacent counties. 

 

            In summary, I do not like the map and hope you do not vote to confirm it; but, if you decide that having 

a map is preferable to no map at all, I hope you will consider my comments and eliminate some of my 

objections. 

 

            Sincerely, 

 

            John W. Maupin    

 

John W. Maupin 
 

 
St. Louis (Clayton), MO  63105 

 
Confidentiality Notice: This transmission and any documents accompanying same may contain confidential information which is legally privileged.  The information is 

intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above.  If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering it to the intended 

recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained in this transmission is strictly PROHIBITED.  If 

you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify us by telephone. 
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Hesser, Matt

From: Marjie Saiter 
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 4:19 PM
To: Hesser, Matt
Subject: Senate Map TAINTED

  
Dear Mr. Hesser: 
  
From the view of voters and legislators, Republicans and Democrats, the tentative new Senate 
Redistricting map is a "Democrats' Dream".  In email replies, I've discovered that one Republican 
Senate Map Commissioner has testified against the Second Judicial Map so of course he would vote 
yes for the tentative map.  He is also Vice Chair over Republican delegates in this Commission, and 
his word carries a lot of weight to encourage others to vote YES.   
  
The Vice Chair's reply to my concerns was that objectivity and voters are not the purpose of this 
map but strengthening the Republican Party.  So my vote and views will not be represented under 
this tentative map.  This is TAINTING not just his vote, but the other 8 he could be 
persuading.   
  
I hope you are the person who will say this is wrong, ask the Commission to back away from the 
tentative map, and revert back to the Second Judicial Map.  May you be strong and do what is 
honorable.  
  
Sincerely, 
Marjie Saiter 



 
 

   

   

    
    

  
      
    

   

  

             
           
              

            
             

              
       

   

                
            

               
         

         
   

          
            

           
         

        
            

     



 
   

   

           
        

               
             

          
             
 

           
           

       
          

          
           

          
          

          
               
             

             
         

           
         
            

                
                 
              

            
             

              
           
            

              
      

              
            

            
             

      



 
  

   

          
            

           
              

              
            

             
            

             
            

  

             
           

              
            

         
              

              
         

       
      

              
               

             
          
           
               

              

             
           

             
          

           
         

          
          

               
          

     



 
   

   

                
     

           
             

              
             

               
             
               

          
            

              
              

             
              
            

               
             
    

   

         
           

             
               

              
              

               
              

              
                 

                 
              

           
             
             

            

     



 
   

   

              
    

           
               

       

              
             

             
             

             
   

                
              

             
       

           
             

                
               

            
          

            
            

     

            
              
               

                
            

               
              

              
                

              
             

                 
       

     



 
  

   

  

         
             

           
            

          
             
             

                
             

             
             

                
               

          
             

  

 

             
             

          
           

           
          

               
              

 

   

     




